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Executive summary
Created thirty-five years ago under President Nixon, the Legal Services Corporation (“LSC”)
helps poor families obtain access to the courts when they face pressing civil legal matters. More
than 900,000 people are helped each year by the lawyers in LSC-funded programs across the
country. With LSC-funded lawyers at their side, people can obtain protection from abusive
spouses, retain custody of their children, fight unlawful employment practices and even save their
homes from foreclosure. But a set of federal funding restrictions is severely undercutting this important work, and doing so in the midst of an unprecedented national financial crisis. The time
has come to eliminate the most severe of the LSC funding restrictions.
A sign of the program’s success in representing poor people, LSC came under attack in the mid1990’s as part of the extraordinary conservative backlash that, at one point, led to the shutdown of
the federal government. Not only was the federal government’s funding of LSC cut by one-third,
but also an onerous set of restrictions was imposed on the independent non-profit organizations
that receive LSC funding. The funding cuts, and the funding restrictions, had devastating effects.
They left LSC seriously underfunded and sharply circumscribed.
The funding restrictions cut especially deep. Unlike anyone able to hire a private attorney, people
relying on a lawyer in an LSC-funded program cannot claim an award of attorneys’ fees even
when consumer protection or civil rights laws authorize fee awards for the specific purpose of
encouraging enforcement of the law and penalizing wrongdoers. They cannot participate in class
action lawsuits even when doing so offers the best and most efficient way to obtain relief from
widespread illegal practices, such as predatory lending or foreclosure rescue scams. They cannot
lobby for policy reform either – a general ban prohibits their lawyers from reaching out to legislators to offer advice on how to fix federal, state, or local laws.
In short-sighted attacks on prisoners and immigrants, the restrictions banned these individuals
from obtaining the representation offered by lawyers in LSC programs. Incarcerated people cannot obtain the LSC-funded help they need to tackle common legal problems – with housing,
debt, and familial relations – that threaten their successful reentry into society. Certain groups
of lawfully admitted and fully documented immigrants are barred from obtaining LSC-funded
help even with concerns unrelated to their immigration status, such as those related to their work
conditions, wages, and housing.
In a virtually unprecedented overreach, Congress applied this set of restrictions not just to the
funds it appropriates, but to all of the money that an LSC grantee possesses. This poison pill
restriction on state, local and private funds annually ties up over $490 million in non-LSC funding, or 58% of the funds at LSC-recipient organizations. The restriction denies state, local, and
private funders control over how their money is spent, deters non-federal spending on legal services, and wastes scarce resources when states are forced to set up duplicative, separate entities to
“unrestrict” at least a portion of their funds.
In the thirteen years since they were implemented, the restrictions have effectively denied countless people equal access to justice. They have squandered funds on duplicate costs that could
have gone toward serving more in need. They have prevented victims of predatory lending and
consumer fraud from obtaining their full measure of justice. And by shutting down legislative
i

and administrative advocacy, they have prevented elected representatives and government officials
from learning about the legitimate policy needs of poor communities.
In light of the harms the restrictions have caused and the unprecedented need for legal services
amid the economic crisis, Congress should take the following, cost-free steps:
1. Remove the application of the LSC restrictions to state, local, private and other
non-LSC funds that legal aid organizations receive.
2. Remove restrictions on LSC funds that interfere with the ability of legal services
attorneys to protect their clients’ rights, that is, eliminate the restrictions: on
seeking attorneys’ fee awards; on class actions; on legislative and administrative
advocacy, and on solicitation.
3. Remove restrictions that prohibit representation of documented immigrants and
people in prison who need help with reentry matters.
Such a solution would leave certain federal restrictions in place while ensuring that legal aid
organizations are able to help their clients most efficiently and effectively. In combination with
increased funding for legal services, the removal of these select restrictions would expand access
to justice at a time of massive need.
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I. Introduction
As the economic crisis pushes growing numbers of people into poverty and homelessness,
the need to revitalize our nation’s civil legal aid system is more urgent than ever. For families
trying to save a home from a predatory lender, recover unpaid wages from an employer, or
obtain food for a sick child, civil legal aid can be a lifeline. Studies show that access to a
lawyer often provides the critical boost that families need to avoid homelessness, and the
key factor that can enable domestic violence survivors to reach safety and obtain financial
security.1
Notwithstanding the clear benefits, the overwhelming majority of people who need legal
aid are unable to obtain it, due, in large part, to the limited capacity of the Legal Services
Corporation (“LSC”), the cornerstone of the nation’s institutional commitment to equal
justice.2 Every year, one million cases are turned away by LSC-funded offices due to funding shortages.3 Study after study finds that 80 percent of the civil legal needs of low-income
people go unmet.4 There are 6,861 low-income people for every legal aid attorney funded
by LSC and other sources.5 In contrast, one private attorney exists for every 525 people
in the general population.6 This “justice gap” keeps families in poverty and threatens the
stability of our court system.
The justice gap is not solely a product of funding
shortages; it is also the result of funding restrictions
imposed on legal aid programs by Congress in 1996.7
In an attempt to deprive families of full legal representation, Congress restricted the advocacy tools
available to them. For individuals whose lawyers
work at programs that receive LSC funds, the legal
tools relied on by clients of other attorneys are off limits. Options such as participating in
class actions, claiming court-ordered attorneys’ fee awards, and conducting advocacy before
legislatures and administrative bodies are prohibited.8

Study after study finds
that 80 percent of the civil
legal needs of low-income
people go unmet.

Additionally, Congress defined some categories of people to be ineligible for legal services
representation; all undocumented immigrants, certain categories of lawfully documented
immigrants and people in prison, simply cannot qualify.9
And, Congress imposed an extraordinarily harsh, poison pill restriction on LSC-funded
programs. This restriction on state, local and private funds, or “non-LSC funds restriction,”
extends the federal funding restrictions to limit all the activities conducted on behalf of clients of LSC programs, even when those activities are financed with the programs’ non-LSC
funds.10 As a result, justice planners in many states have had to set up two, inevitably duplicative, legal aid systems in order to ensure that state and other funds are not constrained by
the non-LSC funds restriction.11 The result is that scarce funds must be spent on duplicative
administrative costs – two rents, two copy machines, two computer networks, two executive
directors. In some locations with less state funding for legal aid, there are no non-LSCfunded organizations to perform the restricted work, so this work simply is not done.
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In the decade and a half that has passed since the restrictions were pushed through the Congress as an outgrowth of the Gingrich-era Contract with America, the restrictions have denied
countless people equal access to justice. This paper surveys the impact that the LSC restrictions are having on the ability of families to obtain justice, particularly in the midst of the
national financial crisis. And, it explains why now is the time to fix these restrictions in order
to put an end to their worst effects.

II. LSC: Committed to the American Promise of Equal
Justice
LSC embodies the federal government’s most sustained effort to deliver on the oft-touted
American promise of equal justice for all.12 President Nixon and the Congress created LSC
in 1974 to provide high-quality civil legal assistance to people unable to afford to retain private attorneys.13 By providing legal assistance in the wake of the riots that occurred in major
American cities in the late 1960s and early 1970s, Congress aimed to promote equal access to
the justice system, improve economic opportunities for low-income people and reaffirm faith
LSC-funded organizations
in the legal system.14

help nearly one million
people a year.

LSC is structured not as a federal agency but
rather as a quasi-private, non-profit corporation, a design that was intended to insulate it
from the political winds of any given moment. It is governed by an 11-person, bipartisan
board of directors appointed by the President and confirmed by the Senate.15 LSC operates by providing grants to independent, local non-profit organizations, incorporated
under state law, which in turn provide direct legal services within their communities.16
LSC-funded organizations help nearly one million people a year.17 Those local nonprofits determine their own priorities for service provision, taking into account the particular needs of the client communities they serve.18 Legal services offices handle cases
concerning basic needs: family matters (38%), housing (23%), income maintenance
(13%) and consumer issues (12%).19

LSC is the single greatest source of funding for legal aid in the U.S., but it is just one participant in a three-pronged partnership that also includes state and local governmental institutions, and private donors.20 In 2007, LSC provided more than $330 million in grants to
138 programs with more than 900 offices.21 In the same year, more than $490 million was
received by LSC programs from non-LSC sources: state and local governments, Interest on
Lawyers’ Trust Accounts (“IOLTA”) programs, foundations and private donors and other,
non-LSC federal grant programs.22 The proportion of non-LSC funds possessed by LSCrecipient organizations has risen substantially since the federal funding restrictions were put
in place, from 40.33 percent in 1996 to 58.1 percent in 2007;23 however, recent declines in
IOLTA funding and state budget shortfalls due to the national economic crisis may reverse
that trend.
Many federal legislators become familiar with LSC because of the substantial role performed
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by LSC grantees in responding to the otherwise unmet needs of their constituents. Legislative staff routinely refer families to the legal aid programs in their home districts to obtain
relief for a broad range of civil legal problems.

III. The LSC Restriction Regime
At the inception of LSC, Congress placed some restrictions on the activities of LSC-funded
lawyers, but struck a balance that enabled individuals to get essential legal work done.24 For
example, while some limits were imposed on tools of
advocacy – class actions, for example, could only be
At the inception of LSC,
undertaken with the approval of a program director
Congress placed some
– they were not completely barred.25 Congress also
restrictions on the
banned participation in certain types of cases that
activities of LSC-funded
reflected particular controversies of the time, includlawyers, but struck a
ing litigation related to military registration, desegrebalance that enabled
gation, and attempts to procure a “non-therapeutic
individuals to get
abortion.”26 However, LSC-recipient programs could
Essential legal work done. still represent clients in such cases if a state or local
government funder wished to finance the effort.27
For the most part, Congress held true to its declaration that “attorneys providing legal assistance must have full freedom to protect the best interests of their clients.”28

A. 1996 Restrictions Sharply Curtail Advocacy Available to Poor
Clients.
The restrictions imposed in 1996 marked a clear departure from this balance by sharply curtailing advocacy on behalf of legal services clients. The 1996 restrictions were the culmination of attacks on legal services for the poor that began soon after LSC’s formation. At the
time, the hostility came in large part from agribusiness interests in farm states, which were
angered by the work of legal services lawyers who helped farmworkers pursue owed wages
and improved working conditions.29 President Reagan’s election in 1980 provided an eager
ally in the White House. The Heritage Foundation’s conservative agenda, published on
the eve of President Reagan’s first term, Mandate for Leadership, detailed steps to eliminate
LSC or, at least, to reduce its effectiveness.30 Declaring LSC “so basically flawed that it
is beyond reform sufficient to justify its continuation,” the plan called for the wholesale
destruction of LSC.31 If complete elimination proved infeasible, the Heritage Foundation urged steep budget cuts and broad restrictions (to be imposed through LSC appropriations riders) as a second-best alternative.32
LSC survived the attempts to eliminate it under the Reagan Administration, though with
less funding.33 However, the blueprint for hobbling LSC ultimately was put in place
during the 104th Congress, when Republicans took control of both houses for the first
time in decades and, through the “Contract with America,” renewed the call for elimination of LSC.34 The House of Representatives, led by Newt Gingrich, adopted an initial budget that would have cut LSC funding by one-third for FY 1996, a second third
3

for FY 1997, and then eliminated all federal funding in the subsequent year.35 Through
a compromise brokered by then-Senator Pete Domenici (R-NM) and others, the plan to
entirely de-fund LSC was averted.36 Instead, Congress cut LSC funding by one-third in
the 1996 appropriation and imposed the set of funding restrictions that severely limit
the work of LSC-funded programs, including the work done with the money received
from non-LSC sources.37
Under the 1996 appropriations rider, which has been carried forward in subsequent years
with only slight modification, non-profit organizations receiving LSC funds are barred from
using the following tools of advocacy for their clients, even though such tools are available to
individuals who are represented by privately funded attorneys:
· class action litigation;
· claims for court-ordered attorneys’ fee awards, authorized by underlying
law;
· policy advocacy for legislative and administrative reforms (with certain exceptions); and
· educating potential clients about their rights and then offering to represent them.
The restrictions also effectively prevent certain individuals from qualifying for LSC-funded
services, including:
· incarcerated people;
· undocumented immigrants, and certain documented immigrants; and
· individuals facing eviction from public housing projects who are charged
with a drug offense.
The rider also includes other restrictions, such as a ban on all abortion-related litigation and
on redistricting cases.38

B. Extraordinary, Poison Pill Restriction is Out of Step with Private
Public Partnership Model.
In a somewhat unprecedented power grab, Congress prohibited LSC-funded programs from
engaging in these restricted activities or representing restricted clients not just with LSC
funds, but with any funds, no matter the source.39 Once an organization receives its first
dollar of LSC funding, all of its funds from state and local governments, other federal programs, and private foundations and donors are restricted.40 Not only did this extension of
federal power shift policy dramatically away from the balance struck in the LSC Act, which
permitted recipients to use funds from other government sources for the purposes for which
they were intended,41 but the 1996 law also marked a stark departure from the usual model
for federal grant-making. It is fairly common for the federal government to restrict the activities it funds; however, it is extremely rare and raises grave constitutional concerns when
Congress restricts the activities that grantees choose to finance with their own, non-federal
funds.
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The 1996 restrictions prompted almost immediate challenges in court on First Amendment
grounds. A federal district court in Hawaii ruled that the restriction on non-LSC funds
violated the First Amendment because it did not afford a recipient non-profit any avenue
through which to use its non-LSC funds to
engage in constitutionally protected speech
Once an organization receives
and advocacy on behalf of its low-income
its first dollar of LSC funding, clients.42 A federal district court in New
all of its funds from state and
York was also entertaining a separate First
Amendment challenge to the restriction on
local governments, other
non-LSC funds, as part of a comprehensive
federal programs, and private
First Amendment challenge to the full set of
foundations and donors are
funding restrictions.43

restricted.

In the wake of the Hawaii court’s ruling,
and in anticipation of briefing in support of the New York plaintiffs’ motion seeking
to enjoin LSC from enforcing the restriction on non-LSC funds, LSC attempted to
salvage the constitutionality of the non LSC-funds restriction by issuing a so-called
“program integrity regulation.”44 Acknowledging that the non-LSC funds restriction
had overreached, LSC claimed that its regulation was intended to provide recipients
with the opportunity to use their own non-LSC resources to finance the restricted
activities.45
Yet, it is clear from the operation of the regulation that its real intent is to make it as difficult as possible for a recipient to use private funds to engage in restricted representation.
To spend their own non-LSC funds on restricted work, grantees must operate a new organization out of a physically separate office, with separate staff and equipment.46 In practice,
LSC’s program integrity regulation imposes conditions so onerous that almost no program
in the country has been able to rely on it successfully to create a separate affiliate under its
control through which to conduct privately financed, restricted activities.

IV. The LSC Restrictions Obstruct Justice for LowIncome Individuals and Waste Scarce Funds
Over a decade of experience with the legal services restrictions has shown that they prevent
people with pressing needs from obtaining full access to the justice system. They deny
low-income people the legal tools available to those who can afford to pay for a lawyer. The
restrictions constrict the choices available to state and local governments, as well as private
foundations and individual donors, who wish to be partners in innovative efforts to expand
access to justice. Finally, they squander precious funds that could go toward representing
more underserved clients.
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A. Limits on Advocacy Tools Available to Low-Income Clients
Obstruct Equal Justice.
Notwithstanding the restrictions, legal services offices continue to provide high-quality representation and assist client communities in addressing legal problems. However, clients face
many types of legal problems that could be addressed more effectively and efficiently were
they to have access to the legal tools available to all other litigants. This section describes
the impact of particular advocacy restrictions – those prohibiting attorneys’ fee awards, class
actions, and legislative and administrative advocacy – and includes examples of specific cases
that the Brennan Center has gathered from legal services offices around the country.
Many of the examples involve efforts to combat predatory lending and other consumer scams
that are tied to the mortgage meltdown and foreclosure crisis. In the midst of the national
financial crisis, legal aid providers are being inundated with requests for help by people about
to lose their homes.47 The need is tremendous and the resources available are limited. When
legal aid offices are able to take cases in which consumer fraud was involved,48 the restrictions – particularly the class action and attorneys’ fee restrictions – limit the ability of LSC
recipients to perform their private attorney general role in the consumer protection enforcement scheme and enable wrongdoers to write off individual cases as a mere cost of doing
business.49 Moreover, the restrictions on legislative advocacy have gagged legal aid attorneys
from performing their critical role in alerting legislatures to the problems of low-income
communities, including those that led to the subprime lending crisis.50
1. Attorneys’ Fee Award Restriction Prolongs Litigation and Undercuts
State and Federal Regulatory Schemes.
For cases in which legal services organizations represent clients, attorneys’ fee awards serve
three related, and equally important, functions. First, fee awards provide a reason, within an
ongoing case, to encourage a party to agree to a settlement; second, they act as a deterrent to
discourage people from violating laws that are designed
to protect the public; and third, they enable legal aid
Attorneys’ fee awards act
programs to bring in additional revenue from non-LSC
as a deterrent to
sources in order to do more work to protect poor clients
and poor communities.51
discourage people from

violating laws that
are designed to
protect the public.

Fee awards play an especially critical role in consumer
protection and mortgage fraud cases. In all but five states,
consumer protection statutes that prohibit deceptive
practices permit prevailing plaintiffs to recover attorneys’
fees from defendants who have been found to have violated the law.52 On the federal level,
the Fair Housing Amendments Act (“FHAA”), a tool for combating racially discriminatory
bias in predatory lending, also provides for attorneys’ fee awards when a plaintiff has prevailed.53 The Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act (“RESPA”), which prohibits kickbacks
to mortgage brokers, authorizes prevailing parties to obtain attorneys’ fees.54 In addition,
fees are authorized under the Truth in Lending Act (“TILA”),55 which mandates certain
disclosures in home equity lending, and the Home Ownership and Equity Protection Act,56
an amendment to TILA that mandates additional disclosures for high cost home loans and
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prohibits certain loan terms such as negative amortization and balloon payments.
The possibility of having to pay attorneys’ fees provides critical leverage to ensure that a
better funded legal adversary does not drag out proceedings in an attempt to exhaust the
poor client’s resources and those of the legal aid lawyer. As the New York Court of Appeals
has stated, the availability of attorneys’ fees is “an incentive to resolve disputes quickly and
without undue expense” on the part of the court and litigants.57 In predatory lending cases,
for example, where the underlying loan to the homeowner may be a product of deceptive
or overreaching strategies on the part of the lender, the unfairness inherent in the original
agreement may be compounded if the lender has
no incentive to conduct the litigation responsiWithout the ability to
bly. Without the ability to level the litigation
level the litigation
playing field, low-income families are placed
playing field,
at a disadvantage, both in the litigation and in
low-income families are
settlement negotiations.

placed at a disadvantage,
both in the litigation
and in settlement
negotiations.

LSC-funded South Brooklyn Legal Services
(“SBLS”) has one of the nation’s leading predatory
lending practices. It reports that the inability to
seek fee awards frequently results in predatory
lenders dragging out cases that might otherwise
settle if fees were available to serve as an incentive to resolve the cases before the investment
of substantial attorney time.58 In one case against Ameriquest Mortgage Co., one of the
nation’s largest subprime mortgage lenders, SBLS represented an elderly African-American
widow who they allege had been conned into an unaffordable mortgage when she needed
to make repairs to her home of over 25 years.59 After meeting with Ameriquest representatives, this client received a 2/28 mortgage (a 30-year mortgage with two years at a fixed rate
and 28 years at an adjustable rate) with initial monthly payments of $2,300, nearly three
times her monthly income.60 To make it appear as if she could afford the loan, Ameriquest
allegedly created a fake set of financial documents to include in her loan file, including a
401(k) document, employment statement, lease agreement and tax returns.61 With SBLS’s
assistance, she brought a case alleging Fair Housing Act, Truth in Lending Act, Real Estate
Settlement Procedures Act, New York deceptive practices act and other violations.62
In an attempt to prove that the company engaged in a pattern of extending unaffordable
loans to borrowers, SBLS sought the lender’s loan files for other borrowers around New
York.63 Ameriquest initially refused to turn over the documents and the company was able
to draw out a lengthy court battle due to the severe mismatch in negotiating stances.64
Eventually, Ameriquest produced 50,000 pages of documents, which took two attorneys
hundreds of hours to review and was an enormous drain on SBLS resources.65 The case
eventually settled.66 Had SBLS been permitted to seek attorneys’ fees, Ameriquest might
have had an incentive to limit the amount of time the plaintiffs’ attorneys had to spend on
the case, thus, speeding up the litigation process. In addition, the possibility of a fee award
could have given the SBLS client more leverage in settlement negotiations.
The award of attorneys’ fees also serves a deterrent purpose. For example, it ensures that
wrongdoers suffer some additional financial penalty for violating a consumer protection or
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civil rights statute and cannot merely write off the costs incurred in the litigation as a cost of
doing business. When low-income victims of such violations cannot seek fee awards, however, that purpose is frustrated. As new “foreclosure consultant” scams – in which unsavory
“consultants” make money by falsely promising to help distressed homeowners refinance
or otherwise reduce their mortgage debt – pop up
with alarming regularity around the country, the
when an abuser
fee restriction hampers efforts to shut them down.
repeatedly flouts

court orders,

LSC-funded Legal Aid Foundation of Los Angeles
the victim cannot seek
(“LAFLA”) estimates that as many as 30 to 40 perattorneys’ fees to
cent of homeowners contacting its office last year
deter such flagrant and
for foreclosure-related assistance had either already
dangerous
paid a foreclosure consultant or had been contactviolation of the law.
ed by one.67 To protect homeowners and ensure
that they are informed of their rights, California law regulates the practices of these foreclosure consultants.68 Even with this law on the books, LAFLA reports that some consultants
illegally provide little or no services and divert the homeowner from seeking legitimate assistance. In many cases against deceitful foreclosure consultants, actual damages would be in
the range of $1,500 to $2,500, but this small amount limits the effectiveness and feasibility
of litigation.69 Despite the statutory provision for attorneys’ fees in the California law,
there are inadequate resources available among those entities that could pursue fees, including the private bar and criminal prosecutors, to fight these predatory consultants. If
LAFLA could seek fees in these cases, it could raise the consultants’ costs of continuing
these illegal practices, perhaps high enough to put them out of business.
Attorneys’ fees also deter wrongful conduct by individuals who flout court orders. In one
aspect of LSC-funded Legal Aid of West Virginia’s practice, staff attorneys and volunteer private attorneys represent victims of domestic violence who seek protective orders.70 However,
when an abuser repeatedly flouts court orders, the
Prior to the restriction’s
victim cannot seek attorneys’ fees to deter such
enactment, LSC-funded
flagrant and dangerous violation of the law.

organizations in California
recovered approximately
$1.75 million annually in
attorneys’ fees, a revenue
source that is no longer
available to them.

Finally, the attorneys’ fee restriction cuts off a key
mechanism that, while promoting enforcement
of the law, has the added benefit of enabling
programs to bring in additional funds to enable
more clients to protect their rights. The California Legal Services Commission has observed
that in addition to impeding successful case resolutions, the attorneys’ fee award restriction
creates serious funding problems for LSC grantees.71 Prior to the restriction’s enactment,
LSC-funded organizations in California recovered approximately $1.75 million annually in
attorneys’ fees, a revenue source that is no longer available to them.72
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2. Class Action Restriction Prevents Use of Rare But Necessary Device
for Effective Representation.
Class actions provide courts and litigants with an efficient mechanism for adjudicating the
similar claims of individuals who comprise a group and to ensure that all similarly situated
persons obtain relief when a defendant violates the law. They also provide access to the
courts for individuals who might not have the resources to bring an individual claim. In
some cases, the availability of a class action ensures that broad discovery can take place as to
a defendant’s unlawful actions.
For poor people in particular, the availability of the class action option is critical for obtaining relief from widespread, illegal practices.73 Historically, class actions by legal services
programs ensured that poor children obtained medical
coverage,74 forced the Social Security Administration
challenging
to abide by court rulings,75 and challenged consumer
“illegal
butwidespread
fraud.76 Access to justice and legal services commispractices” without a
sions in Georgia, Hawaii, Missouri, New Hampshire,
class action is
and North Carolina have concluded that the inability
“impossible.”
to use the class action mechanism hinders legal services
offices from providing the best possible services to their
clients.77 As the North Carolina Legal Services Planning Council has concluded, challenging some “illegal but widespread practices” without a class action lawsuit is “impossible.”78
As with the attorneys’ fee restriction, the class action limitation has a particularly harmful
effect on efforts to combat consumer fraud that targets low-income communities. In predatory lending cases, for example, legal services programs must litigate against unscrupulous
players piecemeal, helping one homeowner at a time instead of a broad class of victims. A recent suit by eight first-time homebuyers against United Homes, LLC, a self-titled “one-stop
shop” of real estate companies, lenders, appraisers, and lawyers, illustrates the inability of the
courts to fully enforce consumer protection laws without the option of a class action.79
Represented by South Brooklyn Legal Services, the eight African-American homebuyers
allege that United Homes conspired with appraisers, lenders, and attorneys to sell “overvalued, defective homes financed with predatory loans.”80 In seeking to vacate the underlying mortgage obligations, they allege that United Homes failed to disclose their properties’
histories, inflated the homes’ values with inaccurate appraisals, overstated the buyers’ assets
and incomes on loan applications, concealed information about loan terms, sold the homes
in uninhabitable conditions and refused to make agreed-upon repairs.81 The homebuyers
also allege that “United Homes exploited the racially segregated housing market to engage
in ‘reverse redlining,’ the practice of intentionally extending credit to members of minority
communities on unfair terms.”82 The bulk of the plaintiffs’ claims have survived a motion
to dismiss and the case continues.83 Given the alleged nature of this “one-stop shop,” it is
hard to imagine that these eight individual plaintiffs are the only people in Brooklyn who
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fell victim to the defendant’s practices. However, unable to file a class action against United
Homes, SBLS cannot seek more widespread relief for other homebuyers potentially taken
advantage of by United Homes.
3. Legislative and Administrative Advocacy Restriction Strips the Poor
of a Powerful Voice.
Low-income people are at a distinct disadvantage in raising their concerns before legislative
and administrative bodies. They lack the lobbyists, trade associations and donation money
that provide corporate and other well-resourced interests access to the political process. At
the same time, their daily lives are often inextricably linked with the operations of government and law.84
Legal aid attorneys who see the legal problems faced by low-income communities on a daily
basis can potentially play a critical role in alerting legislatures and other government bodies
to gaps in regulation and problems in the implementation of laws. The silencing of legal aid
attorneys has had dire consequences in the current mortgage crisis.85 Attorneys at Maryland
Legal Aid Bureau (“LAB”), for example, have witnessed many of the lending abuses that
have occurred over the last 10 years, but restrictions on legislative and administrative advocacy have prevented them from actively pursuing reforms.86 Under the restrictions, the only
way that a legal aid office can participate in lobbying is in response to a written request from
a lawmaker.87 Because lawmakers are often
unaware of this limitation and of the need
to make an extra effort to invite the partici- Legal aid attorneys who see
pation of legal services lawyers in legislative the legal problems faced by
low-income communities
discussions, this highly unusual requirement
on a daily basis can
88
can shut down communication entirely.

potentially play a
critical role in alerting
legislatures and other
government bodies
to gaps in regulation
and problems in the
implementation of laws.

In contrast, when LAB has been able to educate lawmakers about the problems faced
by its clients – at a lawmaker’s invitation,
as required by the restrictions – it has lent a
critical, non-mortgage-industry voice to the
process. In 2008, the Maryland Legislature
dramatically overhauled state laws regarding
credit and lending processes.89 Because of a lawmaker’s invitation, a LAB attorney was
able to participate in a state Senate Finance Committee workgroup on revising consumer protection safeguards that was otherwise composed of representatives from the
lending, mortgage and banking industries.90 The LAB attorney was the only person
in the workgroup positioned to represent the interests of borrowers.91 Input from this
attorney ensured that the proposed consumer protections were not unduly limited to the
most extreme types of loan products, as the industry representatives had proposed, and resulted in a more wide-ranging consumer protection bill being passed by the Legislature.
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B. Restrictions on Unpopular Clients Render Courts Off-Limits for
the Most Vulnerable.
Reflecting the extraordinary political winds of the time, the 1996 restrictions prohibited
legal services attorneys from representing many categories of immigrants and all prisoners.92
These exclusions further marginalize those with the least access to the civil justice system.93
1. Immigrant Representation Restriction Bars Assistance to Lawfully
Present Documented Workers.
For certain categories of immigrants, including many who are lawfully in the United States,
the restriction places legal representation out of reach even when the stakes are high. In
many parts of the country, there are no non-LSC-funded legal aid offices that can serve
excluded immigrants.94 As a result, they have no place to turn when they face unlawful eviction, consumer fraud or an employer who has cheated them out of wages.
One of the groups hardest hit by the immigrant restriction are those migrant workers here
in the U.S. at their employer’s invitation on H-2B visas, a visa category for unskilled, nonagricultural workers performing seasonal or temporary jobs. H-2B visa holders were excluded from legal aid eligibility in 1996.95 Last year, Congress eased the restriction slightly
and made those H-2B visa holders working in the forestry industry eligible for legal aid.96
However, those H-2B workers employed in other industries, such as construction, canning
and tourism, remain ineligible.97
H-2B workers often perform tasks that risk physical harm and frequently are mistreated
by employers.98 Many do not speak English and work in geographically isolated areas.99
Without access to legal services, they are virtually without recourse when their rights are
violated. Employers often take advantage of this fact by misclassifying agricultural workers,
who should fall under the relatively more stringent protections of the H-2A visa program,
as H-2Bs.100
H-2B workers in need of assistance have to be turned away by LSC-funded programs.101
LSC-funded Texas RioGrande Legal Aid describes one case that involved an “illegal guestworker importation scheme” in which a grower and two farm labor contractors used over
400 H-2B workers to harvest and pack onions and watermelons from 2001 to 2007 in south
and west Texas to circumvent the protections and benefits of the H-2A program, including
access to LSC-funded representation.102 TRLA was unable to represent any of the H-2B
visa holders even though there was reason to believe that they had been abused at the hands
of their employer and should have been issued visas that would have allowed them LSC
representation.103
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2. Prisoner Representation Restriction Unnecessarily Delays
Reentry Services.
Legal services organizations are prohibited from representing anyone in prison in litigation.104 This restriction has hampered efforts to resolve civil legal issues, such as those
related to debt and child custody, that can help persons in prison prepare for re-entry into
their communities. In some parts of the country, the restriction has left those in prison with
virtually no access to civil legal representation.105
Michigan, for example, has a bold and innovative Prisoner Reentry Initiative that aims to help
incarcerated people as they prepare to reenter
society.106 A team of community groups, faithbased organizations, and legal services providers stands ready to provide essential services.107
An important component of this project is “inreach” – going into prisons and jails to address
the problems confronting these men and women prior to release.108 But, even though this
Michigan initiative is primarily funded with state and private money, legal services
programs, such as the Reentry Law Project of LSC-funded Legal Aid of Western
Michigan – a key legal player on the team – is barred from providing its services to
anyone in a prison.109 The Reentry Law Project can only assist individuals once released, even though many of the problems facing prisoners would be better addressed
during incarceration, so that citizens can move immediately into employment and
housing upon release.110 For example, many prisoners face the loss of custody of their
children while incarcerated and would benefit greatly from the help of an attorney as
they struggle to maintain family relationships.111

In some parts of the
country, the restriction has
left those in prison with
virtually no access to
civil legal representation.

In states that lack other funding or organizations designed to assist those in prison, the
restriction has meant that legal representation is effectively out of reach. For example, in
Hawaii, where the incarcerated population grew 138 percent from 1990 to 2006, the ACLU
of Hawaii is the “only legal service agency with the potential to assist the inmate population;
however, due to their limited resources they only accept cases which would result in a larger
impact on the overall corrections system.”112

C. The Restriction on Non-LSC Funds Wastes Precious Funds
and Unfairly Burdens State and Local Efforts to Expand Access
to Justice.
The most draconian aspect of the LSC funding restrictions is the application of this entire
set of limitations to all of the state, local, private and other non-LSC funds possessed by
LSC recipients. This punitive measure subjects legal services offices to a more stringent
regime than almost any other federal grantee. It has interfered with efforts at the state level
to leverage resources for the efficient and effective provision of legal aid. Finally, in a field
notoriously under-resourced, the restriction on non-LSC funds has wasted precious dollars
and driven away private funding opportunities.
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1. Non-LSC Funds Restriction is Out of Step With the Government’s
Approach to Public-Private Partnerships.
The restriction on non-LSC funds, and the program integrity regulation that implements
the restriction, are out of step with the traditional model for public-private partnerships.
Non-profit organizations that receive part of their funding from LSC are treated more stringently than almost all other government-funded non-profits, including faith-based organizations.113 Other non-profits must account strictly for their receipt of government funds,
but are not forced to operate dual systems out of separate offices in order to use their private
funds to engage in constitutionally protected activities.114
LSC has sought to defend this “physical separation” model in court by claiming that such
stringent separation is necessary to ensure that it does not indirectly subsidize or appear to
endorse the disfavored, restricted activities, such as representation of undocumented immigrants or class actions.115 However, that claim is belied by the fact that faith-based
organizations that receive government funds are subject to a much more relaxed separation
regime.116
More specifically, the First Amendment’s Establishment Clause bars the federal government
from subsidizing or endorsing a religious grantee’s religious activities,117 yet, under the current federal Faith-Based Initiative, the government allows religious organizations to rely on
a single set of staff to run federally funded, non-religious programs in a single physical space
in which the organizations conduct privately financed religious activities such as worship
and proselytization.118 The government has asserted that such a modest level of separation
is good enough to avoid subsidization as well as the appearance of endorsing a privately
funded religious message.119 The disparity in treatment with legal services programs is
particularly striking since the Constitution’s Establishment Clause actually forbids governmental endorsement of a religious message, whereas the Constitution does not require the
government to distance itself from the provision of legal representation and, indeed, in some
cases may even require government to provide representation.120
The punitive nature of LSC’s physical separation regime is further underscored by contrasting it with the more reasonable rules applied in 2002 to federally funded stem cell research.
Scientists using private funds to conduct research on federally proscribed stem cell lines
were required, for years, to operate two entirely separate labs, one for their privately funded
research, another for their publicly funded research.121 In 2002, the National Institutes of
Health found this restriction so expensive, inefficient, and contrary to principles of scientific
research that it removed the restriction.122 NIH permitted government funded scientists to
conduct privately funded stem cell research alongside federally funded research, in a single
lab, so long as they use rigorous bookkeeping methods to ensure that any restricted stem cell
experiments are financed exclusively with private dollars.123
LSC-funded organizations should, at minimum, be placed on a level playing field with these
and other federal grantees. In addition, given LSC’s stringent accounting and auditing
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requirements, the federal government would have every assurance that its money would be
spent for the purposes for which it was appropriated. LSC grantees abide by strict accounting rules that ensure that costs are properly allocated among LSC and other grants.124 LSC
recipients also must abide by stringent time-keeping requirements; attorneys keep track of
their time in quarter-hour segments.125 Additionally, each LSC-funded program is audited
annually by the Office of the Inspector General.126 These accounting procedures are more
rigorous than those that exist for many other federal grantees and would continue to ensure
that LSC funds are not misspent if the non-LSC funds restriction, or any other restrictions,
were removed.
2. Restriction on Non-LSC Funds Interferes With Growing State and
Local Efforts to Expand Access to Justice.
State and local governmental institutions and private charitable donors are essential partners in state justice systems designed to expand access to civil justice. For example, money
for civil legal services is contributed by Interest on Lawyers’ Trust Accounts (IOLTA),127
state legislative appropriations, civil court filing fees, and a variety of other state and local
contributions, all intended to enable low-income individuals,
families, and communities to obtain civil legal assistance.128
The non-LSC funds
restrcition currently But, the federal government undercuts this important function,
by effectively limiting how state and local contributions can be
ties up approximately
spent by local legal aid non-profits.
$490 million in

non-LSC funding
annually, much of it
from these state and
local government
sources.

The non-LSC funds restriction currently ties up approximately $490 million in non-LSC funding annually, much
of it from these state and local government sources.129 Real
federal funding levels have declined from the high water
mark achieved in FY 1981.130 Since that year, annual federal
underfunding of LSC has meant that LSC finances less and less of legal services organizations’ work while the restriction continues to apply federal control over the entirety of those
organizations’ activities. Nationally, 58.1 percent of the funds that go to LSC grantees came
from non-LSC sources in 2007, up from 40 percent the year the restriction was enacted.131
The proportion is much more skewed in
In New Jersey, LSC funds
some states. In New Jersey, for example,
amounted
to only 13 percent
LSC funds amounted to only 13 percent of
of legal aid Programs’ total
legal aid programs’ total funding in 2007,
funding in 2007, yet the
yet the restriction encumbered the remain132
restriction encumbered the
ing 87 percent.
Overall, LSC grantees
remaining 87 percent.
in 28 states received less than half of their
133
funds from LSC sources in 2007, yet the
restriction limited what these programs could do with all of their funds. Thus the restriction,
coupled with funding trends in recent years, has given the federal government increasingly
disproportionate control over legal services organizations’ activities and over the money of
state, local, and private contributors.
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3. Restrictions Waste Precious Resources that Could Go Toward Serving
More Families in Need.
In some states with significant non-LSC funding, justice planners have established entirely
separate organizations and law offices, funded by state and local public funders and by private
charitable sources, to carry out the activities that LSC-funded programs are otherwise prohibited from conducting.134 However, because LSC’s program integrity regulation requires
physical separation between LSC-funded and non-LSC-funded organizations, the costs associated with overhead, personnel, and administrative expenditures are duplicated.135
Twin systems inevitably cost more to run. And, thus, the restriction creates dramatic inefficiencies in a system that is already under-funded. The money contributed by state and local
governmental funders, and by private charitable donors could be used to finance basic legal
services for families, but instead has to be spent on duplicate offices, equipment, executive
directors, and the time spent coordinating their efforts.
In Oregon, for example, legal aid programs spend approximately $300,000 each year on duplicate costs to maintain physically separate offices throughout the state.136 If the restriction
on state and local governmental funds and private money were lifted, the redundant costs
could be eliminated. The significant savings from ending dual operating systems would enable legal services organizations to cover more conventional legal services cases – evictions,
domestic violence cases, predatory lending disputes – in underserved rural parts of the state
where access to legal assistance is limited.
The restrictions also make LSC-funded organizations ineligible to receive certain private
funding. Legal Services NYC has been unable to obtain additional funds from a local foundation due to the restrictions on its representation of immigrants.137 Legal Services NYC
partners with 14 community-based organizations in an innovative “Single Stop Program” that
provides legal assistance and social services together at outreach sites in community-based
organizations around New York City.138 This effort, which helps families keep their homes,
obtain essential medical care, qualify for emergency food benefits, and more, has been funded by a local anti-poverty foundation.139 Concerned about the needs of New York’s large
immigrant population, the foundation added funding to ensure that legal assistance would
be provided to immigrants regardless of immigration status.140 Because of the restriction on
non-LSC money, however, Legal Services NYC could not seek this added funding from the
foundation to expand this successful community-based outreach program.141
Finally, as is described above (in Part IV.A.1), the restrictions prohibit legal aid organizations
from relying on additional revenue through court-ordered attorneys’ fee awards to finance
additional work on behalf of families in need.
All of these limits are unjustifiable in a system desperate for funds.
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V. The Solution
A growing number of national, state, and local voices have called for reform of the legal services restrictions. In 21 states, reports authored by planning bodies dedicated to promoting
access to justice and to closing the justice gap have identified the federal legal services restrictions as substantial barriers to justice.142 Many others institutions and leaders have spoken
out about the harms of the LSC restrictions, and particularly about their application to nonLSC funds. Describing a lawsuit filed by Oregon against the “program integrity rule,” Governor Ted Kulongoski said: “The important point is that for the first time a state is now party
to a suit that attempts to free Legal Aid from restrictions that serve no purpose other than to
close the courthouse door to plaintiffs who have no ability to hire private attorneys.”143
The calls for change are coming from across the political spectrum. In 2005, the National
Council of Churches, along with 31 other groups of faith, sent a letter to leaders in the
House of Representatives urging Congress to lift the restriction on non-LSC funds.144 In
2006, the National Association of Evangelicals urged Congress to do the same.145 The removal of restrictions is likewise a priority of the civil rights community.146

The President has asked
Congress to remove the
non-LSC funds restriction
and the restrictions that
prohibit programs from
using LSC funds to
participate in class actions
and to claim
attorneys’ fee awards.

Now the national economic crisis has cast a bright
light on the problem, making clearer than ever the
need for immediate correction of the LSC restrictions. With homeowners facing foreclosure at
alarming rates and thousands of people losing jobs
each month, the need for legal services is urgently
pressing.147 In a time of austerity, correcting the
LSC restrictions would bring in additional funds
to finance legal representation of the poor.

Given this widespread support and recognition of
the growing need, steps are being taken within the
federal government to fix the problem. The Civil Access to Justice Act of 2009, recently
introduced in the Senate, would ease the most troubling restrictions put in place in 1996.148
More recently, the Obama Administration, in its FY 2010 budget, recommended that Congress lift three of the major restrictions in this year’s federal appropriations process. Specifically, the President has asked Congress to remove the non-LSC funds restriction and the
restrictions that prohibit programs from using LSC funds to participate in class actions and
to claim attorneys’ fee awards.149 This support from the Obama Administration is complemented by a broad range of organizations that are calling for reform: recently, more
than 100 leading groups from the access to justice, non-profit advocacy, faith-based and
civil rights community called on Congress to eliminate the most egregious restrictions
on legal aid.150
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Congress should take the following, cost-free steps:
1. Remove the application of the LSC restrictions to state, local, private and other
non-LSC funds that legal aid organizations receive.
2. Remove restrictions on LSC funds that interfere with the ability of legal services
attorneys to protect their clients’ rights, that is, eliminate the restrictions: on
seeking attorneys’ fee awards; on class actions; on legislative and administrative
advocacy, and on solicitation.
3. Remove restrictions that prohibit representation of documented immigrants and
people in prison who need help with reentry matters.
Across America, families and communities face unprecedented financial pressures and look
to civil legal aid programs for essential help. In combination with necessary funding increases, the removal of these select LSC funding restrictions will help revitalize the nation’s legal
services system at a critical moment.
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APPENDIX
Reports from 21 States Identify Federal Legal Services
Corporation Restrictions as a Barrier to Justice
The reports cited below were written by state bar associations, court-established Access to
Justice Commissions and state legal services planning bodies to evaluate the provision of
legal services in a particular state and to document the impact of any shortcomings on
unserved and underserved populations.
State commissions have found that the restrictions placed on organizations receiving federal Legal
Services Corporation (“LSC”) funds:

·
·
·
·
·

Present “major barriers to justice for low-income persons . . .” (Arkansas)
Prevent representation “in cases ranging from an illegal tenant lockout to
consumer fraud, to civil rights enforcement.” (New Hampshire)
Have a “negative impact,” “in actual practice (causing great inefficiencies
in the way applicants for service must be processed and referred) and principle (denial of essential and fundamental legal assistance to some who
need it).” (New Jersey)
Are “major obstacles . . . for achieving ‘equal access’ for disfavored clients
and politically unpopular cases.” (Texas)
Limit programs’ “use of the most appropriate legal strategies to effectively
represent low income clients with high priority legal needs.” (Washington)

Excerpts from state reports:
1.

Alaska
An Alaska state planning report discusses the problems created by the state’s dual program
system. In 2000, Alaska Pro Bono Program, a new legal services program, was separated out
of Alaska’s LSC-funded program, Alaska Legal services Corporation (“ALSC”), “primarily
to free its pro bono attorneys from the LSC restrictions, which had impacted on ALSC’s
advocacy in particularly unfortunate ways.”1 Because of the restriction on non-LSC funds,
each component of the state’s legal services delivery system has its own accounting, human
resources management system, and case management system.2

2.

Arkansas
According to the Center for Arkansas Legal Services, “federal funding cuts and restrictions on
advocacy continue to present major barriers to justice for low-income persons in Arkansas.”3
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3.

California
The attorneys’ fee award restriction is identified as particularly damaging by the California
Legal Services Commission. Prior to the 1996 restrictions, LSC-funded organizations recovered $1.75 million annually in attorneys’ fees, and even having attorneys’ fees as a “leveraged
threat” helped in resolving problems for clients in the past. The Commission reports, “If this
restriction were lifted, our state would immediately benefit.”4

4.

Georgia
In addition to mentioning that Georgia’s growing poor population is putting a strain on
the availability of affordable legal services, the state’s Committee on Civil Justice finds that
“[a]nother challenge arises because legal services providers are sometimes restricted in the
types of cases they are authorized to handle,” specifically citing LSC-funded organizations’
inability to “initiate, participate, or engage in” class action lawsuits.5

5.

Hawaii
A report from Hawai‘i’s Access to Justice Hui comments on the inadequacy of the civil legal
services available to the state’s incarcerated population, which grew 138 percent from 1990
to 2006. “Currently, ACLU of Hawai‘i is the only legal service agency with the potential to
assist the inmate population; however, due to their limited resources they only accept cases
which would result in a larger impact on the overall corrections system” and cannot meet the
“increased the need for individual legal assistance.”6
Additionally, as one of its recommended “systematic changes,” the report includes “increasing class action lawsuits to reduce illegal conduct against the poor.”7 While several legal
services providers operate in Hawaii, the Legal Aid Society of Hawai‘i (“LASH”), which is
LSC-funded and thus restricted, is by far the largest. LASH employs 39 of the state’s 68.2
legal aid staff attorneys. The other 29.2 are spread across 12 fairly specialized organizations,
leaving few legal aid attorneys to do the work that LASH is prohibited from doing.8

6.

Idaho
Noting several of the groups of people unable to receive assistance from LSC-funded programs, in one state planning report, Idaho Legal Aid Services writes, “[t]here is a need to establish and/or support an entity or attorneys available to provide services to these populations.”9
However, the report also comments that while the Idaho Justice Center was formed to handle
LSC-prohibited work after the restrictions were enacted, “[t]he Center, although still in existence, is essentially inactive due to lack of resources.”10

7.

Illinois
In discussing gaps in current service and possible remedies, the Equal Justice Illinois Campaign recommends that privately funded entities be developed in order to utilize the advocacy tools no longer available to LSC-funded organizations, specifically class action lawsuits.
“The three LSC-funded programs in Illinois . . . still engage in policy work and impact litiga-
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tion within the limits set by the 1996 regulations, but they are barred from using many of the
tools and strategies that had been most effective in the past.”11
The Campaign also suggests that new methods be developed to address the currently unmet
legal needs of certain groups that are ineligible for LSC-funded organizations’ help, including immigrants. While the state’s three LSC-funded organizations’ offices are geographically
well-distributed, covering distinct areas across the state and thus collectively able to serve clients statewide, non-LSC-funded legal services providers that direct services at LSC-ineligible
cases, like those involving immigrants, are headquartered in urban centers and do not have the
resources to establish regional offices. Because of the specialization of services required by the
restrictions, “geography is a major impediment to the efficient delivery of legal services.”12
The Campaign’s report also stresses the need to diversify funding for legal services programs
because, “[w]hile LSC was intended to serve as a stable source of general operating funds for
its grantee organizations, free from the vicissitudes of politics, this has not proven to be the
case.”13 As is true with most states, LSC funding as a proportion of total funding for legal
services has been declining in Illinois, representing only 40 percent of the state’s legal aid
funding in 2007.14
8.

Maryland
Discussing the statewide provision of legal services, the Legal Aid Bureau (“LAB”) of Maryland reports that “due to LSC restrictions, it is unable to assist prisoners meaningfully and
unable to assist most immigrants at all.”135 The report explains that immigrant populations
are going underserved in the state because only a few non-LSC funded programs exist that
“focus resources on immigrants/low-English capability persons.” None of these programs,
the report notes, are able to provide the full range of legal services that LAB offers.16

9.

Michigan
A Michigan state planning report asserts that the restrictions prevent Michigan legal services
programs from ensuring a “full range of services” to all low-income people with legal problems. The report urges LSC to “ameliorate these over broad restrictions” and details how the
class action, attorneys’ fee award and prisoner-related restrictions have prevented programs
from meeting clients’ needs completely.17
Detailing “examples of restrictions that low income advocates have identified as interfering
with full services to clients,” the report states:18
Class Actions. There are many relatively routine civil disputes that can only be
handled efficiently though the procedural tool of class actions. Under the current restrictions, LSC-funded programs cannot efficiently litigate these claims.
The results are that claims may be litigated in a very inefficient manner (for the
courts, the clients, and for all the parties) or that the legitimate claims of low
income consumers cannot be raised . . .19
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Attorneys’ Fees. Under Michigan law, a nominal fee applies to every case
handled in Michigan courts . . . There are other cases (e.g., under Fair Housing statutes or consumer protection laws) where congressional policy clearly
favors fee-shifting and where prohibiting low income clients from raising a fee
claim significantly undermines an LSC-funded program’s ability to adequately
represent the client . . . [B]ecause an LSC program is prohibited from raising
the fee claim, the client is punished—their claim is now worth less than congress intended when it passed the law . . . The fee provision places legal services
attorneys in a terrible ethical bind: it is ethically difficult to accept this type
of case, because the value of the case to the client is significantly diminished
if the client is represented by an LSC-funded program; it is ethically difficult
to reject the case because, as a practical matter, no other counsel is available to
the client.20
Claims on Behalf of Prisoners. While this prohibition might appear to be
aimed at prisoners’ rights cases, the reality is that there has been little or no
prisoners’ rights litigation filed by Michigan programs for many years. Most
claims on behalf of ‘prisoners’ historically handled by Michigan programs are
priority cases in family law or housing law areas where an eligible client is incarcerated for a short period of time for reasons not directly related to the civil
legal case . . . The effect of this restriction is that vulnerable clients with compelling civil cases that fit directly within traditional legal services’ case priorities
are left without counsel as they face a court hearing.21
10. Minnesota
Prior to the 1996 restrictions, Mid-Minnesota Legal Assistance (“MMLA”) used to deliver
services for Central Minnesota Legal Services (“CMLS”), an LSC-funded entity, in a subcontract arrangement. However, a state planning report details that, “[s]ince over 83 percent
of MMLA’s funds were non-LSC, and since MMLA’s other funders did not share Congress’s
support of the restrictions, MMLA’s board declined to let a minority stakeholder control all
of MMLA’s activities.” The MMLA/CMLS contract was terminated.22
11. Missouri
A state planning report states:
Restrictions imposed by Congress on legal services providers are also barriers
that need to be addressed. One of the most troublesome restrictions is the prohibition on legal services providers requesting or collecting attorney fees from
opposing parties. The restriction on filing class actions suits removes one tool
that all attorneys, other than those working for a legal services program, have
at their disposal to help clients.23
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12. New Hampshire
A state planning report describes the federal restrictions as “an additional challenge” for legal
services providers. Congressional restrictions on seeking attorneys’ fee awards “prevent legal
services representation in cases ranging from an illegal tenant lockout to consumer fraud, to
civil rights enforcement.” The report also notes that prohibitions on class actions, and representation in rule making and legislative proceedings “ended services customarily provided to
clients by LSC funded programs in New Hampshire for nearly twenty-five years.”24
13. New Jersey
Despite the “degree of coordination and structured collaboration” among New Jersey’s legal services providers that “is not matched elsewhere,” a state planning report strongly emphasizes the “negative impact” of the “discouraging and constricting” restrictions “in actual
practice (causing great inefficiencies in the way applicants for service must be processed and
referred) and principle (denial of essential and fundamental legal assistance to some who need
it).” The report envisions a system in which “restrictions based upon negative views toward
certain categories of clients, or certain types of legal problems or situations” are not imposed
on legal services work.25
In its discussion of the strengths of the current legal services system, the report notes that the
New Jersey State Bar Association has worked against restrictions on legal services, and that
New Jersey Legal Services, “not encumbered by the myriad LSC restrictions,” can lobby on issues concerning low-income people’s legal problems. The report finds that “major challenges”
still include “[f ]inding new, more efficient approaches for addressing on a broader scale recurrent, repetitious and costly legal problems and case types, including adequate representational
capacity in alternative forums, such as the legislature and administrative agencies,” forums in
which LSC-funded organizations’ activities currently are restricted.26
14. New Mexico
A report by the New Mexico’s Access to Justice Commission lists funding state legal services
priorities as its first funding goal: “Highest priority should be given to obtaining state goals
for the system.”27 However, the federal restriction on non-LSC funds ensures that state goals
cannot govern the use of all funds, nor can they govern the use of just state-appropriated
funds. The federal government’s application of the restrictions to the entire pool of money
received by LSC grantees ensures that state goals cannot take precedence.
Along with increased federal LSC funding, the Commission recommends the “removal of
Congressional restrictions on LSC recipients” and states that the Commission “should actively support any efforts by the National Legal Aid and Defender Association (NLADA) to
remove or modify selected restrictions on LSC funds.”28
15. North Carolina
A report by the Legal Services Planning Council describes how the restrictions related to representing immigrants greatly affect the ability of Legal Aid of North Carolina’s “Farmworker
29

Unit” to serve all migrant farmworkers in the state. Specifically, the report identifies the
ban on class actions as negatively affecting the representation of H-2A (temporary foreign
agricultural) workers in North Carolina, as it states that challenging “illegal but widespread
practices” among employers without a class action is “impossible.”29
16. Oklahoma
In its assessment of the legal services system’s weaknesses, the Oklahoma Bar Association
states that because of “institutional barriers or LSC restrictions,” some client groups are
“especially under-served,” identifying nursing home residents, the mentally ill, juveniles, incarcerated persons with civil problems, and undocumented aliens as examples.30
17. Pennsylvania
A 1998 Pennsylvania state planning report highlights the disparity between LSC funding
amounts and the ultimate percentage of total legal services’ funds that falls under the federal
restriction. In 1998, Pennsylvania legal services organizations received 37 percent of the
funding from LSC; however, 17 LSC-funded organization received “substantial amounts of
other funding,” and because of the federal restriction on non-LSC funds, “a total of 75 percent of the legal services funding in Pennsylvania is de facto restricted in this way.” The report
suggests that funding be reallocated to “un-restrict” services so that “residents everywhere in
the state, and/or special client populations that currently need unrestricted services but are
not covered by an unrestricted program would be covered.” 31 (Today, even with non-LSC
funds going to unrestricted legal services providers, the LSC restrictions encumber the $25.6
million that LSC-funded Pennsylvania programs receive from non-LSC sources.32)
18. Texas
A state plan for the delivery of civil legal services states:
For those who truly believe in the concept of ‘equal justice for all,’ a state
system for the delivery of legal services to the poor must contain adequate resources for the representation of clients who are ineligible for federally-funded
legal services and for those eligible but whose legal needs cannot be met by the
LSC grantees due to restrictions. Unfortunately, there are major obstacles in
Texas for achieving ‘equal access’ for disfavored clients and politically unpopular cases.33
The delivery plan finds, “Texas needs an unrestricted source of funds that will allow any indigent person full access to the system of justice without limitations or exceptions.”34
In a self evaluation report, the Texas Access to Justice Commission stresses the need to resolve
the “dual dilemma” of inadequate funding and restrictions on legal services programs.35
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19. Virginia
A state planning report identifies providing low-income people “access to a full range of services” as a primary goal and lists encouraging the removal of restrictions at a national level
as the first strategy for accomplishing this goal.36 The report also recommends that each
program monitor the federal restrictions’ impact on clients and develop a plan for helping all
clients gain access to an attorney with “an appropriate range of legal options.”37
20. Washington
In a study of the implementation of regional access to justice plans, the Washington Access
to Justice Commission identifies, in almost every region of the state, a dearth of services
available for those who are ineligible for state or federally funded legal services due to restrictions. The Commission finds the restrictions to be “highly problematic obstacles to access to
justice.”38 “Planners also noted that confusion still exists regarding how the legal aid entities
relate to each other.”39
The Commission states:
. . . federal and state legislative restrictions continue to significantly limit the
Alliance [for Equal Justice]’s ability to provide access and a full range of civil
legal services to all low income communities by excluding certain classes of
clients from publicly funded legal assistance, and limiting the Alliance’s use of
the most appropriate legal strategies to effectively represent low income clients
with high priority legal needs.40
21. West Virginia
A state planning report states:
No firm, group or organization now provides widely available access to the
legal system, or even information, except the LSC funded programs which
are limited by the various LSC regulations on client eligibility, reporting and
subject restrictions. A large number of needs of low income people remain
unmet because of limited funding for non-LSC programs and restrictions on
LSC programs.41
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